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Abstra t

Evaluation of retrieval performan e is a ru ial problem in ontent-based image
retrieval (CBIR). Many di erent methods for measuring the performan e of a system
have been reated and used by resear hers. This arti le dis usses the advantages
and short omings of the performan e measures urrently used. Problems su h as
de ning a ommon image database for performan e omparisons and a means of
getting relevan e judgments (or ground truth) for queries are explained.
The relationship between CBIR and information retrieval (IR) is made lear,
sin e IR resear hers have de ades of experien e with the evaluation problem. Many
of their solutions an be used for CBIR, despite the di eren es between the elds.
Several methods used in text retrieval are explained. Proposals for performan e
measures and means of developing a standard test suite for CBIR, similar to that
used in IR at the annual Text REtrieval Conferen e (TREC), are presented.
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1 Introdu tion
Early reports of the performan e of ontent-based image retrieval (CBIR)
systems were often restri ted simply to printing the results of one or more
example queries (e.g. Fli kner et al. (1995)). This is easily tailored to give a
This work is supported by the Swiss National Foundation for S ienti
(grant no. 2000-052426.97).
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positive impression, sin e developers an sele t queries whi h give good results. Hen e it is neither an obje tive performan e measure, nor a means of
omparing di erent systems. Resear hers have subsequently developed a variety of CBIR performan e measures, whi h are dis ussed in x4. The paper
of Narasimhalu et al. (1997) gives a good grouping of multimedia retrieval
systems for evaluation and provides some guidelines for the onstru tion of
evaluation measures. MIR (1996) gives a further survey on performan e measures. However, few standard methods exist whi h are used by a large number
of resear hers. Many of the measures used in CBIR (su h as pre ision, re all
and their graphi al representation) have long been used in information retrieval (IR). Several other standard IR tools have re ently been imported into
CBIR, e.g. relevan e feedba k. In order to avoid reinventing already existing
te hniques, it seems logi al to make a systemati review of evaluation methods
used in IR and their suitability for CBIR.
In the 1950s, IR resear hers were already dis ussing performan e evaluation,
and the rst on rete steps were taken with the development of the SMART
system in 1961 (Salton (1971b)). Other important steps towards ommon
performan e measures were made with the Cran eld test (Cleverdon et al.
(1966)). Finally, the TREC series started in 1992, ombining many e orts
to provide ommon performan e tests. The TREC proje t (see TRE (1999),
Vorhees & Harmann (1998)) provides a fo us for these a tivities and is the
worldwide standard in IR. Nevertheless, mu h resear h remains to be done
on the evaluation of intera tive systems and the in lusion of the user into the
query pro ess. Su h novelties are in luded in TREC regularly, e.g. the intera tive tra k in 1994. Salton (1992) gives an overview of IR system evaluation.

2 Textual Information Retrieval
Although performan e evaluation in IR started in the 1950s, here we fo us
on newer results and espe ially on TREC and its a hievements in the IR
ommunity.
2.1 Data Colle tions

The TREC olle tion is the main olle tion used in IR. Co-sponsored by the
National Institute of Standards and Te hnology (NIST) and the Defense Advan ed Resear h Proje ts Agen y (DARPA), TREC has been held annually
sin e its in eption|1999 saw TREC-8. At present TREC parti ipants must
index a olle tion of 2 Gigabytes of textual data at the onferen e itself. Comparisons of parti ipating systems are given later. A large amount of training
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data is also provided before the onferen e. Di erent olle tions exist for different topi s, and several evaluation methods are used. Spe ial evaluations
exist for intera tive systems (Over (1998)), spoken language, high-pre ision
and ross-language retrieval. The olle tions an grow as omputing power
in reases, and as new resear h areas are added.
2.2 Relevan e judgments

The determination of relevant and non-relevant do uments for a given query is
one of the most important and time- onsuming tasks. Using real users, it takes
a long time to judge a large number of do uments. Sin e it is unreasonable to
expe t humans to examine 2 Gb of data, a pooling te hnique is used for the
TREC olle tion (Spar k Jones & van Rijsbergen (1975)). Only a subset of the
olle tion, whi h is onsidered to be omplete for a given query, is presented
to users for a tual relevan e judgments.
TREC uses the following working de nition of relevan e : \If you were writing
a report on the subje t of the topi and would use the information ontained
in the do ument in the report, then the do ument is relevant". Only binary
judgments (\relevant" or \not relevant") are made, and a do ument is judged
relevant if any pie e of it is relevant (regardless of how small the pie e is in
relation to the rest of the do ument).
2.3 Performan e measures

The most ommon evaluation measures used in IR are pre ision and re all (see
Eq. 1), usually presented as a pre ision vs re all graph (PR graph) (e.g. Salton
(1971a), van Rijsbergen (1979)). Resear hers are familiar with PR graphs and
an extra t information from them without interpretation problems.
No. relevant do uments retrieved
;
Total No. do uments retrieved
No. relevant do uments retrieved
:
re all =
Total No. relevant do uments in the olle tion

pre ision =

(1)

Sin e PR graphs may not ontain all the desired information (Salton (1992)),
several other measures are used at TREC, also based on pre ision and re all :






(10); P (30); P (NR) - the pre ision after the rst 10; 30; NR do uments are
retrieved, where NR is the number of relevant do uments for this topi .
Mean Average Pre ision - mean (non-interpolated) average pre ision.
re all at .5 pre ision - re all at the rank where pre ision drops below .5.
R(1000) - re all after 1000 do uments are retrieved.

P
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Rank rst relevant - The rank of the highest-ranked relevant do ument.

These key numbers o er a set of performan e des riptors, so that di erent
systems an be ompared meaningfully and obje tively.

3 Basi Problems in CBIR Performan e Evaluation
The urrent status of performan e evaluation in CBIR is far from that in IR.
There are many di erent groups whi h work with several sets of spe ialized
images. There is neither a ommon image olle tion, nor a ommon way to
get relevan e judgments, nor a ommon evaluation s heme.
3.1 De ning a ommon image olle tion

Several problems must be addressed in order to reate a ommon image olle tion. The olle tion must be available free of harge and without opyright
restri tions, so that images an be pla ed on the web and used in publi ations.
The greatest problem is to reate a olle tion with enough diversity to ater
for the diverse, partly spe ialized domains in CBIR su h as medi al images,
ar images, fa e re ognition and onsumer photographs.
A ommon means of onstru ting an image olle tion is to use Corel photo
CDs, ea h of whi h usually ontains 100 broadly similar images (e.g. Belongie
et al. (1998), Ratan et al. (1999), COR (1999)). Unfortunately these images
are opyrighted, and are not free. Most resear h groups use only a subset of
the olle tion, and this an result in a olle tion onsisting of several highly
dissimilar groups of images, with relatively high within-group similarity. This
an lead to great apparent improvements in performan e: it is not too hard to
distinguish sunsets from underwater images of sh! Another ommonly used
olle tion is VisTex, whi h ontains primarily texture images (Vis (1995)). A
good andidate for a standard olle tion ould be the images and videos from
MPEG-7 (MPEG Requirements Group (1998)). Unfortunately they may not
be shown on the web, and the olle tion is expensive.
An alternative approa h is for CBIR resear hers to develop their own olle tion. Su h a proje t is underway at the the University of Washington in Seattle
(ANN (1999)). This olle tion is freely available without any opyright and
o ers annotated photographs of di erent regions and topi s. It is still small
( 500 images), but several groups are ontributing to enlarge the data set.
The olle tion size should be suÆ iently high that the trade-o between speed
and a ura y an be evaluated. In IR, it is quite normal to have millions of
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do uments whereas in CBIR most systems work with a few thousand images
and some even with fewer than one hundred (e.g. Muller & Rigoll (1999)).
3.2 Obtaining relevan e judgments

In CBIR, there is not yet a ommon means of obtaining relevan e judgments
for queries. Even the in lusion of real users in the judgment pro ess (as in IR)
is not ommon, as it is shown below.

Use of olle tions with prede ned subsets A very ommon te hnique is

to use standard image databases with sets of di erent topi s (e.g. air-shows,
zebras) su h as the Corel olle tion. Relevan e \judgments" are given by the
olle tion itself sin e it ontains distin t groups of annotated images. The
hoi e of sets an greatly in uen e results, sin e some sets are visually distant
from ea h other and others are visually losely related. Grouping is not always
based on global visual similarity, but often on the obje ts ontained. In some
studies, images that are too visually di erent are removed from the olle tion,
whi h de nitely improves results (e.g. Belongie et al. (1998)).

Image grouping An alternative approa h is for the olle tion reator or a

domain expert to group images a ording to some riteria. The grouping is not
ne essarily based only on readily-per eptible visual features. Domain expert
knowledge is very often used in medi al CBIR (e.g. Shyu et al. (1999), Dy
et al. (1999)). This an be seen as real groundtruth, be ause the images are
atta hed to a diagnosis erti ed by at least one medi al do tor. These groups
an then be used like the subsets dis ussed above.

Simulating users Some studies simulate a user by assuming that users' image

similarity judgments are modeled by the metri used in the CBIR system,
plus noise (e.g. Vendrig et al. (1999)). Su h simulations an provide very good
results|indeed the quality of the results is ontrolled by the level of noise.
Real users are very hard to model: Tversky (1977) has shown that human
similarity judgments seem not to obey the requirements of a metri , and they
are ertainly user- and task-dependent. Therefore, simulations annot repla e
real user studies.

User judgments The olle tion of real user judgments is time- onsuming,
but only the user knows what he or she expe ts as a query result. To obtain
su h judgments, relevan e must be de ned and the user must examine the entire database or a representative part of it (see TREC pooling, Spar k Jones
& van Rijsbergen (1975)). The user is then given a query image and is asked
to spe ify all relevant images in the olle tion. Experiments show that user
judgments for the same image often di er (e.g. Squire & Pun (1997), Squire
et al. (1999)), whi h is also observed in IR (Borgman (1989)). This is the
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only means of obtaining relevan e judgments whi h a knowledges genuine differen es between user responses, and does not assume the existen e of one
\best" query result. These individual di eren es are espe ially important if
we want to demonstrate the ability of a system to adapt to the users' needs
by using relevan e feedba k.
There are fundamental di eren es between these methods. The ease of obtaining relevan e \judgments" is an advantage of using olle tions with pre-de ned
groups of similar images. User judgments an still be made for su h a olle tion. Domain expert knowledge should be used when it is available, su h as in
medi ine and other spe ialized elds. For general CBIR tasks, we believe that
the use of real users is essential (see Squire & Pun (1997), Markkula & Sormunen (1998)). For a omplete evaluation, the user with his/her expe tations
is an vital part of the system. The number of images a user must examine
an be redu ed by using pooling methods like in IR (Spar k Jones & van
Rijsbergen (1975)). Su h a pooling does not alter the results of a system signi antly be ause the rst n relevant images of ea h system are in the pooling
set. It is essential that the user examines a signi antly large fra tion of the
database, and that the relevan e judgments are made in advan e: users tend
to be easily satis ed, even though the result may ontain few, or even none,
of the images sele ted as being relevant in advan e. The hara teristi s of the
group of users from whom the relevant judgments are obtained are also very
important: CBIR system developers have di erent notions of image similarity
from novi e users.

4 Performan e Evaluation Methods
4.1 User omparison

User omparison is an intera tive method. The users judge the su ess of a
query dire tly after the query. It is hard to get a large number of su h user
omparisons as they are time- onsuming.

Before-after omparison This is the easiest test method. Users are given
two or more di erent results and are asked to hoose the one whi h is preferred
or found to be most relevant to the query. This method needs a base system
or, at least, another system for omparison.
6

4.2 Single-valued measures

Rank of the best mat h Berman & Shapiro (1999) measure whether the

\most relevant" image is either in the rst 50 or in the rst 500 images retrieved. 50 represents the number of images returned on s reen and 500 is
an estimate of the maximum number of images a user might look at when
browsing.

Average rank of relevant images Gargi & Kasturi (1999) use this measure. It an give a good indi ation of system performan e, although it learly
ontains less information than a PR graph. It is vulnerable to outliers, sin e
just one relevant image with a very high rank an adversely a e t it. A simpler
and more robust measure is the rank of the rst relevant image, whi h is
used in TREC and it is very useful for CBIR as well.

Pre ision and re all As dis ussed in x2.3, these are standard measures in

IR, whi h give a good indi ation of system performan e. Either value alone
ontains insuÆ ient information. We an always make re all 1, simply by retrieving all images. Similarly, pre ision an be kept high by retrieving only
a few images. Thus pre ision and re all should either be used together (e.g.
pre ision at .5 re all ), or the number of images retrieved should be spe i ed,
(e.g. re all after 1000 images or pre ision after 20 images are retrieved). Preision and re all are often averaged, but it is important to know the basis on
whi h this is done. Iqbal & Aggarwal (1999) use pre ision and re all. Belongie
et al. (1998) use Averaged pre ision. Martinez (1999) uses the re ognition rate
whi h is not de ned in the text, but seems to orrespond to the pre ision of
a query.

Target testing The target testing approa h di ers signi antly from other

performan e measures. Users are given a target image and the number of
images whi h the user needs to examine before nding the target image is
re orded. Starting with random images, the user marks images as either relevant or non-relevant. Cox et al. (1996) employ this measure for the Pi Hunter
system. Muller et al. (1999) use a more elaborate version of target testing, in
whi h the notion of moving targets is used to evaluate the the ability of the
system to tra k hanges in user preferen es during a query session.

Error rate Hwang et al. (1999) use this measure, whi h is ommon in obje t

or fa e re ognition. It is in fa t a single pre ision value, so it is important to
know where the value is measured (see above).
Error rate =

No. non-relevant images retrieved
:
Total No. images retrieved
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(2)

Retrieval eÆ ien y Muller & Rigoll (1999) de ne Retrieval eÆ ien y as in

Eq. 3. If the number of images retrieved is lower than or equal to the number
of relevant images, this value is the pre ision, otherwise it is the re all of a
query. This de nition an be misleading sin e it mixes two standard measures.

8 No. relevant images retrieved
>
< Total No. images retrieved
Retrieval eÆ ien y = > No.
relevant images retrieved
: Total
No. relevant images

if No. retrieved;
> No. relevant
otherwise:

(3)

Corre t and in orre t dete tion Ozer et al. (1999) use these measures in an

obje t re ognition ontext. The numbers of orre t and in orre t lassi ations
are ounted. When divided by the number of retrieved images, these measures
are equivalent to error rate and pre ision.
4.3 Graphi al representations

Pre ision vs re all graphs PR graphs are a standard evaluation method

in IR and are in reasingly used by the CBIR ommunity (Squire et al. (1999)).
PR graphs ontain a lot of information, and their long use means that they an
be read easily by many resear hers. He (1997) use the representation with the
axes hanged (i.e. a re all vs pre ision graph). For the sake of readability, this
should be avoided. It is also ommon to present a partial PR graph (e.g. He
(1997)). This an be useful in showing a region in more detail, but it an also
be misleading sin e areas of poor performan e an be omitted. Interpretation
is also harder, sin e the s aling has to be wat hed arefully. A partial graph
should therefore always be used in onjun tion with the omplete graph.
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Fig. 1. PR graphs for four di erent queries both without and with feedba k.

Figure 1 demonstrates that PR graphs an distinguish well between di ering
results. The drawba k is that the PR graph depends on the number of relevant
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images for a given query. We an see that the plot for the very hard query
starts later than the hard one and looks better, although the de rease of the
urve is mu h faster. Pra ti al information su h as pre ision or re all after a
given number of images have been retrieved an not be obtained.

Pre ision vs No. images retrieved and re all vs No. of images re-

trieved graphs Taken separately, these graphs ontain only some of the

information of a PR graph. When ombined, however, they ontain more information and an easily be interpreted. The re all graph looks more positive
than a PR graph, espe ially when a few relevant images are retrieved late
(Ratan et al. (1999)). The pre ision graph is similar to a PR graph, but it
gives a better indi ation of what might be a good number of images to retrieve. It is more sensitive, however, to the number of relevant images for a
given query. If only part of the graph is shown it is hard to judge the performan e (Aksoy & Harali k (1999)).
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(b) pre ision graph

Fig. 2. Re all vs No. of images graph and partial pre ision vs No. of images graph

We an see in Figure 2 that the re all graph an distinguish well between the
hard and easy queries, but not too well between the easy and very easy one.
A omplete pre ision graph does not ontain mu h information in this ase,
that is the reason for printing a partial one. Here we have the problem with
the di erent numbers of relevant images like in the PR graph. The result for
the very hard query looks better than the result of the hard query.
Corre tly retrieved vs all retrieved graphs (Vas on elos & Lippman (1999))
ontain the same information as re all graphs, but di erently s aled. Fra tion
orre t vs No. images retrieved graphs (Belongie et al. (1998)) are equivalent
to pre ision graphs. Average re ognition rate vs No. images retrieved graphs
(Comani iu et al. (1999)) show the average per entage of relevant images
among the rst N retrievals. This is equivalent to the re all graph.

Retrieval a ura y vs Noise graphs Huet & Han o k (1999) use this
measure to show the hange in retrieval a ura y as noise is added. A noisy
image is used as a query and the rank of the original image is observed. This
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model does not orrespond well to many CBIR appli ations.

5 Proposals
In the pre eding se tions a large number of di erent evaluation te hniques has
been des ribed. It is apparent that many of them are equivalent or ontain
the same information. Clearly it would be bene ial to the CBIR ommunity
if only standardized names and de nitions were used for performan e measures. Sin e s aling or the use of partial graphs impedes interpretation, these
te hniques should only be used for emphasis, in onjun tion with a omplete
graph.
We propose to use only image databases whi h are freely available like (ANN
(1999)) or, at least, to make the databases evaluated available so it is possible
to ompare the results with other systems. Relevan e judgments should as well
be made available to everybody with the image database. It is best to have
several sets of di ering relevan e judgments from several persons to show the
ability of the system to adapt to the users' needs with using relevan e feedba k.
We propose a set of performan e measures similar to those used in TREC
be ause these measures an be interpreted easily and they ontain omplementary information. This set ontains mixture of rank-based, single-valued
and graphi al measures:






g : rank at whi h rst relevant image is retrieved, normalized
Rank 1 and Rank
average rank of relevant images (see below and Eq. 4).
P (20), P (50) and P (NR ): pre ision after 20, 50 and NR images are retrieved
RP (:5) and R(100): re all at pre ision .5 and after 100 images are retrieved
PR graph

A simple average rank (see x4.2) is diÆ ult to interpret, sin e it depends
on both the olle tion size N and the number of relevant images NR for a
given query. Consequently, we normalize by these numbers and propose the
g:
normalized average rank, Rank

g =
Rank

1
NN

0 NR
X

R i=1

R

i

R (NR
2

N

1
1) A

(4)

where Ri is the rank at whi h the ith relevant image is retrieved. This measure
is 0 for perfe t performan e, and approa hes 1 as performan e worsens. For
random retrieval the result would be 0:5.
Examples of these measures, using the same queries used Figures. 1 and 2,
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are shown in Table 1. The di eren es between the measures and the di ering
information that they ontain an be seen.
Table 1
Performan e measures for four di erent queries, in a database of 2500 images.
Query
NR
Rank 1 Rank P (20) P (50) P (NR ) RP (:5) R(100)

g

very easy

21

1 0.028

0.73

0.51

0.71

0.82

0.86

easy

15

1 0.067

0.47

0.23

0.60

0.62

0.87

hard

35

5 0.426

0.20

0.08

0.10

0.05

0.14

very hard

17

13 0.558

0.13

0.12

0.14

0.09

0.13

As the importan e of relevan e feedba k is more and more evident, we propose
to reate relevan e feedba k based on the initial query result and the relevan e
judgments by feeding ba k all relevant images in the rst (e.g. n = 20) images
returned by the system. Several methods for reating positive and negative
relevan e feedba k with a performan e omparison are given in (Muller et al.
(2000)). We propose to evaluate at least two steps of relevan e feedba k to
show the adaptability of the system to the users' needs. For relevan e feedba k
we an use the same performan e measure as without relevan e feedba k to
show the improvements.
Depending on the eld of appli ation, the time it takes to exe ute a query
might be of a very high importan e for the evaluation. Therefore, we re ommend to state the exe ution time for ea h query in onjun tion the used omputer system (CPU speed, memory). Like this, the systems an be ompared
based on the retrieval performan e and also based on the trade-o between
a ura y and speed if e.g. pruning methods are available.

6 Con lusions
This arti le gives an overview of existing performan e evaluation measures in
CBIR. The need for standardized evaluation measures is lear, sin e several
measures are slight variations of the same de nition. This makes it very hard
to ompare the performan e of systems obje tively. To over ome this problem a set of standard performan e measures and a standard image database
is needed. We have proposed su h a set of measures, similar to those used in
TREC. A frequently updated shared image database and the regular omparison of system performan es would be of great bene t to the CBIR ommunity.
Further work needs to be done to better integrate users in the evaluation
pro ess. After all, the ultimate aim is to measure the usefulness of a system for
11

a user. Intera tive performan e evaluations in luding several levels of feedba k
and user intera tion need to be developed. We are ontinuing work in this area,
and wel ome further dis ussion and ollaboration on this topi .
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